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ABSTRACT

Research summary: Times of crisis require entrepreneurial responses to mitigate adverse effects and address new opportunities. This study focuses on how packaged food and drink entrepreneurs in Finland took action to create and capture new value during the Covid-19 crisis. Examining 844 social media posts of 66 ventures between March and May 2020 and interviewing 17 of these ventures, we found ventures to experiment with new business model variations, which not only expanded their set of solutions directly, but resulted in action-based learning leading to longer-term changes and increased capabilities for subsequent value creation. Furthermore, collaborative experiments and prosocial support increased the solution space through developing the capabilities of the ecosystem.

Managerial summary: The global lockdown measures in response to the coronavirus pandemic have disrupted supply, production, sales and consumption. Facing these constraints, entrepreneurs can respond quickly and experiment to create new liquidity and opportunities. Our analysis of packaged food and beverage entrepreneurs in Finland during the crisis shows how entrepreneurs leverage existing resources and acquire new ones to create new offerings, operations and partnerships. These initial actions serve as experiments to learn from in creating and revising business models, promoting a virtuous cycle of further action and expanding potential future solutions accessible to entrepreneurs. Importantly, opportunities available to the venture expand through both venture specific learning and through supporting other actors in the ecosystem.

1. Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic and related restrictions are creating a global crisis, shaping the economic landscape and challenging entrepreneurs (Kuckertz et al., 2020; Brown and Rocha, 2020). While organizational resilience is crucial to keeping business afloat in these times, crisis-based entrepreneurship research that might inform resiliency cultivation has remained scarce (Doern et al., 2019; Linnenluecke, 2017; Monllor and Murphy, 2017; Bullough et al., 2014). With the Covid-19 crisis, early research results have suggested diminished venture capital availability, particularly for early-stage ventures (Brown and Rocha, 2020). Entrepreneurs have also been
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quick to take action to cut costs and seek support (Giones et al., 2020; Kuckertz et al., 2020; Thorgren and Williams, 2020), although entrepreneurial needs and policy responses have not always matched (Kuckertz et al., 2020), with for example entrepreneurs reluctant to take on additional loans (Thorgren and Williams, 2020). However, these studies have provided limited insights into whether and how entrepreneurs might move from survival to thriving, calling for further research on creating new opportunities through innovation and revenue generating actions during the crisis (Kuckertz et al., 2020; Thorgren and Williams, 2020).

Indeed, taking action to create and pursue opportunities is at the heart of entrepreneurship. As Certo et al. (2009:319) state, “doing is a key theme running throughout the academic literature in entrepreneurship” (italics original). Entrepreneurial behavior transcends present limitations and creatively repurposes resources (Becherer and Maurer, 1999; Baker and Nelson, 2005), with a growing literature on effectuation emphasizing how entrepreneurs engage in an active, flexible process focusing on experimentation and affordable losses to transform rather than adapt to existing environments (Chandler et al., 2009; Dew et al., 2008; Read et al., 2009). Similarly, recent research highlights the role of experimentation in devising novel, successful business models (Bocken and Snihur, 2020; McDonald and Eisenhardt, 2020). Business models - defined as how organizations create, deliver and capture value (Teece, 2010; Zott et al., 2011; Sjödin et al., 2020; Schneider, 2019; McDonald and Eisenhardt, 2020) - reflect the realized strategy of organizations (Spieth et al., 2020; Casadesus-Masanell; Ricart, 2010) and the choices and actions entrepreneurs make in their offering, organization, networks and revenue models (McGrath, 2010; Spieth and Schneider, 2016; Schneck enber et al., 2017; Bocken; Snihur, 2020). The set of possible business models the venture would be able to experiment with using its current resources, capabilities and networks can be captured by its solution space, i.e. the range of potential solutions available to a venture, of which only a portion is actualized in any given moment (Macpherson et al., 2016; similar to the concept of problem space in cognitive psychology and design research, Simon, 1973; Goel and Pirolli, 1992; Björklund, 2013). Solution space expansion, in turn, represents increased options and potential for business model innovation and can thus offer an additional pathway to organizational resilience.

In line with Macpherson et al. (2015), we view crises as critical episodes for ventures, representing periods of concentrated activity and learning (Cope, 2005; Schneider, 2019). Crises can intensify experimentation, with Fisher et al. (2020:5) suggesting that the Covid-19 pandemic can “give the permission to hustle”, freeing “entrepreneurial actors from the perceived constraints or limitations that they typically face in their day-to-day work environments”. Macpherson, Herbane and Jones (2015) also found entrepreneurs to expand the solution space of their venture through resource accretion prompted by crises. However, these studies focused on organization-specific or market-specific crises where the entrepreneurs were able to leverage skills and resources from stakeholders largely unaffected by the change or crisis. In contrast, novel value creation or capture has been rare in extant results on entrepreneurial action in the face of the Covid-19 pandemic (Kuckertz et al., 2020; Thorgren and Williams, 2020; Giones et al., 2020). For example, while the majority of Swedish 456 SMEs promptly took cost-cutting actions, fewer than 7% reported engaged in revenue generating or innovation activities (Thorgren and Williams, 2020). As the availability and creation of community and collaboration can be crucial for venture resiliency (Muñoz et al., 2020; Giones et al., 2020), the global pandemic influencing society at large creates a challenging, yet important arena for value creation. The current study sheds light into how entrepreneurs can experiment with new opportunities and business models to expand entrepreneurial solution spaces in such times of wide-spread collective crisis, examining the activities of packaged food and beverage ventures during the Covid-19 pandemic in Finland.

2. Value creation and capture responses in Finnish packaged food and beverage ventures

The Covid-19 pandemic and emergency measures have had a global impact, including the packaged food and beverage industry in Finland, as production, sales, distribution channels and consumption patterns have been disrupted (Appendix 1). Examining the consumer-facing action responses of 66 packaged food and beverage ventures portrayed in their social media activity during the crisis

Fig. 1. Consumer-facing value creation and capture action responses and other Covid-19 communications in venture social media tracking.
sanitizer as a novel product category (value offering) required also experimenting in the value architecture with novel supply chains and building on what entrepreneurs learned through engaging in the initial experiments. For example, a distillery turning to producing hand production.

2.2. Pathways of action-based learning from experimentation

Novel value offering was the most common form of consumer-facing experimentation, most often taking the form of new products and services (Appendix 5 and 6). Many ventures entered completely new product categories, in addition to more incremental changes such as bundling products together or rebranding (Appendix 5). Collaborative experiments in new products and services tended to be incremental, joining forces for product bundles or producing collaborative variations of previously tested within-venture offerings. In addition to physical food and beverage products, many entrepreneurs tried out new online services, such as virtual tasting sessions as supplements to their offering. Particularly in the very first creative responses to the crisis, entrepreneurs described fast-tracking the development of ideas they had already been playing around with pre-crisis, while others found new circumstances to fit ideas that had been discarded in pre-crisis conditions as too risky, for example. Ten out of 17 ventures also appealed to new target customer segments (Appendix 6), most often switching from business customers to direct consumer offerings. Seeking change in the competitive positioning, however, was rare, with only 5 out of 17 ventures entering new competitive landscapes through diversifying their offering portfolio to new markets or successful experimentation in other business model areas.

Although visible to the consumers mostly in the area of sales and delivery processes (Appendix 5), all 17 interviewed ventures had experimented with their value creation architecture (Appendix 6). The most common experiments were in the realm of developing core competencies and resources, in which all case ventures reported taking some kind of action (e.g. acquiring the required skills to break into a novel product category or learning to use a new social media tool). Experiments in novel partners and distribution processes tended to be closer to the existing business model, whereas experiments in internal value creation processes often entailed larger departures from pre-crisis operations (Appendix 6).

Experiments in revenue models, in turn, were rarer than in value offering or value creation architecture. These were often conducted jointly with experiments in other business model areas, either intentionally aiming to increase revenue or reduce costs, or needing to change the revenue model as a result of alterations in other areas. For example, Nina’s health snacks intentionally sought to reduce the fixed costs of their restaurant space by renting it out for remotely working teams, whereas in the case of Leo’s snacks, the radical change to their target customer segment and altered user preferences made changes to their cost structure through streamlining their production.

Finally, the entrepreneurs engaged in a number of experiments that were not directly tied to their business models. These prosocial activities ranged from helping out critical and at-risk groups, such as donating products to health care professionals and deliveries to the elderly, to supporting fellow entrepreneurs. Prosocial experiments could also be collective, with ventures joining forces to help both themselves and their communities or industries. For example, Ben shared that “the same week as the lockdown was issued, at least all the companies [in the craft brewing industry] within our network, started to build online stores. Everyone was exchanging messages in a Whatsapp group and comparing which is the best platform and so on.”

2.2. Pathways of action-based learning from experimentation

Analyzing the action responses of the entrepreneurs, we noted that rather than conducting isolated experiments, several elements were typically bundled together and initial responses often led to further action, sparking repetition, iteration and scaling of efforts, building on what entrepreneurs learned through engaging in the initial experiments. For example, a distillery turning to producing hand sanitizer as a novel product category (value offering) required also experimenting in the value architecture with novel supply chains and production, was coupled with experimenting with a new revenue and cost model and led to subsequent value architecture experiments with new delivery models and partnerships that would have not been possible with their original products. Unsuccessful tests, in turn, were discontinued, as in the case of Ben’s roastery piloting an employee coffee subscription model for their business-to-business clients, due to low demand.

We noted that a radical experiment in one of the areas of business innovation would lead to changes in one or more additional areas. For example, in the case of Nina’s health snacks (Fig. 2), the pandemic halted the supply of a main ingredient to her core offering causing her to seek alternative raw ingredients from the Finnish suppliers. This, in turn, led her to develop a novel product category requiring the acquisition of new skills and competences, changes to internal value creation and changed the overall revenue structure of the venture (all radical changes for the venture). Radical experiments, when successful, often led to longer term shifts in strategy or adding complementary extensions to existing business models through entering new markets. For example, Nina’s experiments sparked creating a whole new brand for a new ‘ready-to-eat’ product portfolio as a result of her learnings from the positive market response to her initial...
actions. Similarly, Kevin’s distillery found their hand sanitizer gaining so much traction that quantity-wise it surpassed their beverage production, leading them to create new distribution solutions and plan further products in the category, no longer viewing it as a short-term crisis response but as a strategic diversifying act.

However, longer term effects on the business models could also result from more incremental experimentation. In Anna’s brewery (Fig. 3), bundling their existing products to increase their sales in a more commercial format than they had been used to was surprisingly successful: “We are completely blown away with the result. It is just those six existing beers and our existing tote bags, but people … when you make it easy for them, they get excited.” Encouraged by the positive market response, they proceeded with a series of experiments, including more radical shifts from their original operations. In a more incremental effect, Henri remarked that the positive experience they had with a seasonal product bundle made it easy to repeat it, and the type of bundle ended up as a permanent part of their desserts offering.

On the other hand, several ventures shifted their focus from collapsed business-to-business sales to consumer sales, often seeing these initially as temporary measures to maintain cash flow rather than a permanent change. For example, Ben developed a whole new system for customers to pre-order beer online and then pick it up at the brewery as restaurant sales halted (Fig. 4). After initial positive experiences, however, many intended to keep some form of the generated business-to-customer value offering and value creation architecture. This resulted in the ventures diversifying their offerings and operations in the longer term. However, these were considered as relatively minor changes in service of preserving the pre-existing business model at large rather than business model innovation. In other cases, the experiments themselves were discontinued, but the capabilities the entrepreneurs had learned from them were used to execute existing business models more effectively.

Finally, examining the experimentation pathways, we noticed that collaborative business model experiments and experimenting with prosocial help enhanced networked or ecosystem capabilities for further experiments in novel value creation and capture. For example, David’s roastery initiated a crisis-branded coffee, using portions of the profits to purchase gift cards from local small cafes and restaurants, which were then randomly included in the customer webstore orders. Through this response, the roastery added value to private customers and built its business-to-business clientele: “If [the cafes and restaurants are] not our existing clients, it should be pretty easy to get back to them again after things normalise a little, and say: ‘hey, we were in touch a few months ago […] and ask about how things are with their coffee, and there’s potential clientele considering the future. We’re leaving a positive memory’.” Similarly, Leo’s snacks gave product giveaways to restaurants (Fig. 5). Rather than representing lasting changes to value offerings, value creation architecture or revenue model of the ventures as such, these experiments led to changes in the resources and capabilities that could be leveraged for subsequent business model innovation even when the experiments tended to be incremental. Interestingly, such effects could be seen even in cases where the original experiment was not aimed at the venture business model at all.

Figs. 2–5 show the experimentation pathways and their longer-term effects in four example ventures responding to the Covid-19 crisis. For each venture, first response actions are in white boxes, follow-ups in light grey boxes and longer-term implications in dark grey boxes. Actions and effects are connected by arrows and lines if they were inspired by or resulting from the former actions. Dotted borders around actions indicate collaborative efforts.

### Nina’s health snacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First responses</th>
<th>Follow-up actions</th>
<th>Longer term implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New sales point complying with Covid-19 safety regulations</td>
<td>Product development and creation of additional flavor variations</td>
<td>New sales channels and distribution opened for increasing sales to maintain liquidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimenting with new types of home delivery services</td>
<td>New service-based brand built around the new product category</td>
<td>Diversification of product and service portfolio, new brand opens possibilities for new type of offering and business opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a new snack product category</td>
<td>Co-creating new product in a new product category</td>
<td>Building and deepening connections to local businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative marketing campaign bundling products of two ventures together</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction of operation costs and seeking alternative revenue streams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renting out physical cafe premises to small groups and work teams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Experimentation pathways and their effects for Nina’s health snacks.
Fig. 3. Experimentation pathways and their effects for Anna’s brewery.

Fig. 4. Experimentation pathways and their effects for Ben’s brewery.
3. Four pathways for expanding entrepreneurial solution spaces during the pandemic

Taken together, we could see four types of pathways to expanding the solution space of business models accessible to ventures through the experimentation activities of the packaged food and beverage entrepreneurs (depicted in Fig. 6).

First, business model experimentation - abundant in both the social media analysis and interviews - extended the set of solutions actualized by the ventures, through the new products, services, production, sales solutions and so forth created by the entrepreneurs during the crisis. These responses expanded the entrepreneurs’ solution portfolio either by increasing the portion of the pre-crisis solution space they targeted (leveraging existing resources, capabilities and relationships) or by going beyond the pre-crisis solution space.
in novel solutions enabled through proactively acquiring new resources, capabilities and relationships to create new offerings.

Engaging in and learning from these experiments also expanded the solution space of possible business models the ventures might pursue in the future through building new value creation capabilities. The second pathway, internal capability-based expansion of potential solutions occurred when entrepreneurs developed new capabilities within their venture while engaging in business model experimentation. These new capabilities could result from learning new domain-specific skills and knowledge, gaining new insights on the direction and processes of the venture, or increasing entrepreneurial efficacy through initial successes. Sometimes these capabilities were deliberately sought, while others were accrued as a by-product of gaining feedback through the experiments.

The third pathway also expanded the solution space through action-based learning from experimentation, but through its effects on relational and ecosystem capabilities for value creation rather than internal capabilities. Again, these could be both intentionally sought and organically developed as a by-product of experimentation. Growing networks with new contacts and diversifying and deepening interactions with existing ones, the entrepreneurs learned more about their networks, finding complementary skills and creating new potential opportunities for collaboration - and thus again extending the solution space available for the ventures. In addition to increasing the capabilities of the ventures, instances of joint actions also contributed towards enhancing the capabilities of the collaborators, expanding the solution spaces of both parties, and could even strengthen broader groups and communities of actors. Thus, while many collaborative experiments were incremental in themselves, they increased their impact through indirect effects on both the entrepreneurs and their networks.

Finally, the fourth pathway for solution space expansion represented building relational and ecosystem value creation capabilities through experiments in prosocial help rather than direct business model experiments. While these experiments were rarer, they expanded the solution space of the support giving entrepreneurs through building relational and ecosystem capabilities even in instances that directly benefited solely the support receiver. In addition to specific contacts, these actions could serve to strengthen the clusters the ventures belonged to, such as the industry niche (e.g. small breweries producing craft beers) or regional communities (e.g. ventures or actors in a specific town). Maintaining and growing capabilities of the stakeholders, in turn, opened up further value creation and capture possibilities for the entrepreneurs in the future through potential collaboration. Thus, while helping out others might not directly expand the solution repertoire or business model of a venture, strengthening collective capabilities could still enhance the venture’s opportunities going forward.

4. Conclusions: what entrepreneurs can do when a crisis hits

The current study highlights the prevalence and opportunities for value creation during global crises. Both the social media analysis and founder interviews showcased an abundance of new business model experiments in response to the Covid-19 pandemic amongst Finnish packaged food and beverage ventures. These experiments led to both crisis management by maintaining operational viability through searching for alternative revenue streams, but also further enhanced the resiliency of the ventures through expanding the solution space (Williams et al., 2017; Herbane, 2019; Duchek, 2020). As the value and originality of new ideas are difficult to predict before-the-fact (Berg, 2016; Fuchs et al., 2019), taking action creates new knowledge, skills and resources that can then be leveraged to discontinue, modify or scale subsequent efforts to pursue opportunities. This suggests that when in doubt, entrepreneurs may be well served by action rather than inaction. Indeed, the knowledge-creating effects of experimentation can help to speed up decision making under uncertainty by avoiding prolonged debate based on assumptions only (McDonald and Eisenhardt, 2020). As such, experimentation can be a key activity to practice the effectual logics of aiming to control rather than predict uncertain events (Sarasvathy, 2001; Read et al., 2009, 2016).

In contrast to Macpherson et al. (2015) and Kuckertz et al. (2020) examining entrepreneurial responses to crises, our study found entrepreneurs rarely relied on one-directional support from their networks or additional funding from the government, investors nor non-profit organizations. Rather, entrepreneurs utilized their networks for collaboration and collective action. The ventures launched new collaborative products, services and sales channels, leveraged and built their networks, and helped others in their local communities. Although these actions were often initially incremental, even incremental experimentation can serendipitously lead to or gradually give rise to radical innovation (Bocken and Snihur, 2020). We found entrepreneurs able to find such opportunities for collaboration despite their stakeholders being adversely influenced by the crisis.

Similar to post-disaster entrepreneurs (Grube and Storr, 2018), having Covid-19 as a ‘common’ crisis for all initiated sharing vital information, but also discussing best practices and current experiences amongst the ecosystem actors. Crises can spark a mutual need for collective identity (Giones et al., 2020), and social cohesion should be both supported and leveraged in crisis recovery (Muñoz et al., 2020). Collaborative experiments not only benefit the development of internal capabilities, but also enhance relational and ecosystem capabilities, further expanding the potential for future joint value creation and ecosystem resilience. As such, they initiate virtuous spirals of co-development of the entrepreneurs and their ecosystems (Feld, 2013; Björklund and Krueger, 2016), with shared learning connected to more innovative enterprises (Zhang et al., 2006). Many of the entrepreneurs also reported being supported by their customers through ‘supporting local’ and purchasing from ‘craft businesses’, highlighting a can-do-spirit of the wider ecosystem during this crisis. However, more research is still needed on the shared experience dynamic between entrepreneurs and their ecosystems and how actions balancing profitability and goodwill are perceived by different stakeholders.

Finally, many entrepreneurs found the crisis to further lower their threshold for business model experimentation, fast-tracking dormant ideas and removing some perceived constraints, similar to institutional actors finding “permission to hustle” during the pandemic (Fisher et al., 2020). Though both the current study and that of Thorgren and Williams (2020) illustrated widespread entrepreneurial action in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, they portrayed opposite tendencies in the frequency of value creation experimentation relative to cost-cutting actions - despite both data sets representing entrepreneurs in Nordic countries with highly
developed social systems mitigating economic, social and health concerns (Wilkinson and Pickett, 2009). As the current study suggests early experiments - even those seemingly superfluous or trivial - can lead to a lasting competitive edge through action-based learning and capability building, further comparative research should explore environmental and entrepreneurial variables that promote and inhibit value creation experimentation during crises. While based on a small number of ventures in a single sector and country, the current study contributes towards starting to unpack the interconnections between entrepreneurial resources, resilience and value creation through business model experimentation in times of crisis. Through experimentation, ventures not only mitigate short-term adverse effects of crises but expand their overall solution space and increase the capabilities they can draw from. Based on the insights of our study, we provide a checklist for entrepreneurs (Table 1) to identify opportunities for experimentation and capability cultivation to expand their solution space during crises such as the Covid-19 pandemic. Although further research into the post-crisis effects of such solution space expansions, as well as if, when and how new capabilities are subsequently put to use for business model innovation is still needed, at its best, entrepreneurial experimentation can create new value, capabilities and lasting resilience for both ventures and those in their ecosystem.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Study context: The Covid-19 pandemic in Finland

Although the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has been global, the severity and associated experience including imposed restrictions are contextual, as is also the case for entrepreneurs in Finland. After the first infected domestic citizen in Finland, the Finnish Government declared a state of emergency on March 16, 2020 (Yle, 2020; Helsingin Sanomat, 2020), restricting gatherings of over ten people, closing borders, and enforcing social distancing and hygiene measures. Restricting gatherings resulted in the cancellation of events and festivals, as well as closing restaurants and bars, hotels, specialty stores, meaning excess raw ingredients were at hand due to decreased demand and sales. Closing schools and transitioning to remote studies March 18, 2020 meant parents had to organize homeschooling for the family - entrepreneurs included. Restrictions on travel led to reduced availability of raw ingredients and packaging materials, changes in supply chains, and halting of international sales efforts. To comply with the social distancing restrictions and hygiene measures, situations with human contact were minimized, leading into cancellations of tasting events in supermarkets and causing complications in production and sales facilities to ensure a safe working environment. Restaurants struggled with unclear demands and lack of support, many closing their doors and the remaining ones transitioning to take-away service only - making a significant dent in the food and beverage cluster.

As a support measure, the government simultaneously with the emergency declaration announced a five billion euro support package in the form of grants and loans for small companies towards research and planning of new business operations (up to 10k euro) and execution of these development actions (up to 100k euro) (KPMG, 2020), which was increased to 15 billion euro four days later. On April 2nd, the government announced that entrepreneurs, including sole traders and freelancers, were eligible for unemployment benefits (KPMG, 2020; Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment, 2020). The support system in Finland for entrepreneurship, in general, is well-established with clear policies, regulation, and infrastructure (GEM, 2018), and comparing Finland with other EU members, opportunity perception levels are higher while fear of failure is lower on average (GEM, 2018).

In May 2020, some national restrictions were eased, and it was announced that as of the 1st of June, groups of 50 were allowed to meet, restaurants could reopen “with special arrangements” (including opening only half of the seats inside venues, restricted alcohol service and no self-service offering), and public places were opened gradually (Finnish Government, 2020). The state of emergency ended on June 16, 2020, although the pandemic continues as of writing.

Our study pursued a two-fold design (Appendices 2 and 3) in order to explore how entrepreneurs responded to the crisis, focused on understanding the responses taken by entrepreneurs during the time period when government-imposed restrictions were in place, hence the data collection spanning from the time when restrictions were introduced to the partial easing of the restrictions (mid-March to the end of May). Similar to Macpherson et al. (2015), we view the crisis period as a critical episode of concentrated activity and learning (Cope, 2005) and build on a critical incident approach (Flanagan, 1954; Chell, 2004). As conducting research with human subjects during crises poses unique practical and ethical challenges (Mezinska et al., 2016), we coupled a non-obtrusive longitudinal design (examining social media activity for 66 ventures, Appendix 2) with a more in-depth cross-sectional data set (interviews with 17 select cases, Appendix 3) a month or two into the crisis.

Appendix 2. Social media data collection and analysis

The first study tracked packaged food and beverage ventures along the nature and stages of the crisis (Doern et al., 2019) through social media activity, enabling a novel longitudinal analysis of during-crisis responses in real-time (Buchanan and Denyer, 2013). Identifying Instagram as the social media platform where the ventures were most active, we tracked public activity on the platform, including both posts that remain visible on the account grid (permanent collections of images and their captions on the account feed) and temporary stories (visible to the followers of the user’s account for 24 h). This provided an unobtrusive yet effective access to empirical data on consumer-facing value creation and capture action responses, avoiding the pitfalls related to recall such as false recollection, a posteriori rationalization, missing archives, etc. (Roux-Dufort, 2016:25).

Based on targeted searches and scanning media coverage, we identified 66 active Finnish small-to-medium packaged food and beverage ventures’ Instagram accounts to follow. Data was captured and saved daily starting March 16, 2020 (declaration of the state of emergency) to the May 31, 2020 (the last day before restaurants could reopen with restrictions), resulting in a total of 844 posts related to the COVID-19 situation. When an image or post caption mentioned a Covid-19 crisis-related activity (e.g. social distancing, maintaining hygiene, staying home, conducting remote work, spending time outdoors) it was considered as one data point and copied through screenshots to a daily data archive (see anonymized examples in Figure A1). If several posts or stories were published on the same day, each of them was considered as a separate data point. Not all 66 companies posted COVID-19 related content, therefore the collected response data set represented activities from 51 companies (including 11 ventures displaying only marketing or communications responses rather than taking action to create new value).
To examine the responses, the data set of 844 Covid-19 related Instagram posts and stories were scanned for value creation and capture action responses (experimenting with novel value offerings or other business model elements visible to customers) linked to the crisis, excluding descriptions of individual or company circumstances (such as personally working remotely for the week or having trouble in procuring ingredients) and marketing messages without novel solutions (such as promotion of previous products through existing channels). The action response posts and stories were then coded and categorized based on a semantic-level thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) of the type of response portrayed in the post, using constant comparative analysis (Schneider and Wagemann, 2012). The images and their accompanying text were analyzed as a pair, as removing either text or image would have resulted in the loss of context and meaning (Laestadius, 2016). In unclear instances, researchers separately categorized posts, and in case of disagreement, the post was discussed until agreement was reached and categories further defined as a result. This iterative process resulted in 13 categories of actions evidencing novel solutions (see Appendix 5), where the self-descriptive categories themselves are key results characterizing the types of novel value offerings that the entrepreneurs experimented with (Butterfield, 2005). Finally, the timing of these categories of social media posts was plotted on a week-by-week basis for the 11.5 weeks of data collection from the start of the state of emergency to partial re-opening, allowing us to examine the timing of responses.

Appendix 3. Interview data collection and analysis

The second, interview-based, study aimed at providing a more in-depth understanding of the underlying mechanisms of business model experimentation and solution space expansion, (e.g. Runuyan, 2006; Doern, 2016; Williams and Vorley, 2015), revealing changes in value creation architecture and revenue models beyond what was visible to the general public through social media. We approached 22 out of the 51 active cases from the social media dataset, targeting a rich variety of responses. Seventeen entrepreneurs accepted the invitation, all being either founders or having director-level positions in a small company producing packaged goods (see Appendix 4). It is noteworthy that our sampling biases active cases, representing relatively high performing entrepreneurs who were willing to share their crisis response. Negative reactions or lack of reaction to the crisis may thus be underrepresented in the interview data set.

Altogether 17 interviews were conducted during a timeframe of April and early June 2020, either in person or over distance via phone or teleconferencing platforms. We note that timing of the interviews during the crisis may affect the results, with 1.5 months between the first and last interview (giving later interviewees more time to potentially recover and create new solutions, but also more time to experience additional challenges and fatigue). The interviews lasted from 18 to 31 min and were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim for analysis. For presentation purposes, excerpts have been translated from Finnish to English by authors fluent in both languages. The interviews were semi-structured with the general themes of coping with the situation, unpacking the situation after the declaration of the state of emergency, types of action taken by the venture during the crisis and how these had been received by customers or stakeholders, and their future outlook and plans.

Coding of the interview data was conducted using axial coding, going from first-order to second-order to aggregate dimensions (Gioia et al., 2013). First, we went through the transcripts to identify responses related to the impact and perception of the crisis, the ventures’ responses (actions, and their corresponding reasons, enablers and consequences), and the entrepreneurs’ plans. First responses were coded using the response coding scheme developed for the social media responses (see Appendix 5). We then reviewed transcripts against the nine elements of business model innovation identified by Spieth and Schneider (2016), coding for changes in target customers, products/services and competitive positioning for value offering, core competences/resources, internal value creation activities, role/involvement of partners and distribution for value creation architecture, and revenue and cost mechanisms and for revenue models. Similar to Andries and Debackere (2013), we also categorized the degree of novelty of the effects in terms of the degree of change, or the distance between the original and revised business model, examining novelty for the venture rather than industry. These layers of coding focused on identifying where novel actions had been taken, and are represented in Appendix 5.

The second layer of analysis focused on the connections between actions and the consequences of experimenting with new business model elements. Pathways across actions were charted for each case (see example Figs. 2–5), as well as a characterization of the overall effects on the venture’s business model (Appendix 5). Based on the identified experimentation pathways and effects, we identified longer term effects in terms of their effect on the business models of the ventures and patterns in spread and sequence of experimentation activities. These findings were then finally connected to the aggregate dimensions of expanding solution spaces, noted in Fig. 6.
### Appendix 4. Case ventures and their interview dates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of offering</th>
<th>Pseudonyms</th>
<th>Interview date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breweries</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td>Late May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>Early May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roasteries</td>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>Mid-April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David</td>
<td>Mid-May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condiments</td>
<td>Ella</td>
<td>Late April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Felix</td>
<td>Late April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desserts</td>
<td>Gabriella</td>
<td>Early May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henri</td>
<td>Mid-May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isla</td>
<td>Late April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distilleries</td>
<td>Joel</td>
<td>Mid-May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin</td>
<td>Late April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snacks</td>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>Early May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Snacks</td>
<td>Nina</td>
<td>Late April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olivia</td>
<td>Late May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paula</td>
<td>Early May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Riitta</td>
<td>Early June</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix 5. Consumer-facing value creation and capture action responses to the Covid-19 crisis amongst food and beverage ventures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description (example)</th>
<th>Instances in social media (# of 66 ventures)</th>
<th># of 17 ventures mentioning response in interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value offering; products</td>
<td>Product bundles</td>
<td>Grouping existing (within-company) products into a bundle with its own brand</td>
<td>28 (12)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New product categories</td>
<td>Launching a new product within a new category, needing production changes (e.g. hand sanitizer for distillery)</td>
<td>12 (11)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative product bundles</td>
<td>Creating a product bundle consisting of different companies’ offerings</td>
<td>8(6)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New products</td>
<td>Launching new product</td>
<td>8 (5)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product modifications</td>
<td>Modifying an existing product (e.g. changing labels for existing products)</td>
<td>7 (5)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product collaborations</td>
<td>Creating joint products (e.g. clothing company collaborating with spirits producer)</td>
<td>5 (5)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value offering; services</td>
<td>Virtual experiences</td>
<td>Creating experiences through social media platforms (e.g. virtual brewery tours and tastings)</td>
<td>17 (15)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New delivery services</td>
<td>Establishing of new home delivery services</td>
<td>8 (8)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New services</td>
<td>Creating a new service (e.g. company starts renting out their premises for external use)</td>
<td>5 (4)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value creation architecture: sales channels</td>
<td>New online sales platforms</td>
<td>Establishing online stores to sell products, either delivered directly to customers or pre-ordered online and picked up by the customers from venture premises.</td>
<td>12 (12)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New physical sales points</td>
<td>Setting up new physical sales or product pick-up points that comply with Covid-19 directions</td>
<td>11 (10)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative sales channels</td>
<td>Creating joint sales channels (e.g. drive-through pop up with another company) or utilizing each other’s sales points (e.g. a section of the factory store dedicated to other companies’ products)</td>
<td>9 (8)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other experiments: prosocial actions</td>
<td>Support actions for victims of the Covid-19 crisis (e.g. at-risk groups), the ones working in the ‘frontlines’ (e.g. giving away food products to the nurses working in a hospital as a ‘thank you’ for their work), other ventures or local communities</td>
<td>17 (12)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 6. Experimentation and its longer-term effects on ventures’ business models

![Diagram showing experimentation in business model areas and degree of novelty]

- **Olivia’s Health Snacks**
- **Isla’s Desserts**
- **Riitta’s Health Snacks**
- **Henri’s Desserts**
- **Ben’s Brewery**
- **Gabriella’s Desserts**
- **Joel’s Distillery**
- **Anna’s Brewery**
- **Kevin’s Distillery**
- **Ella’s Condiments**
- **Paula’s Health Snacks**
- **Nina’s Health Snacks**
- **Leo’s Snacks**
- **Marianne’s Health Snacks**
- **David’s Roastery**
- **Felix’s Condiments**
- **Carl’s Roastery**

**Degree of within-company novelty**

- Minimal
- Incremental
- Radical

**Longer term impact on business model**

- Addition to existing business model in the form of offering diversification, opening up potential for later changes in revenue mechanisms and cost structure.
- Maintaining current business model through largely incremental improvement of activities, speeding up some pre-existing plans for potential latter diversification efforts.
- Diversified sales channels added to business model, otherwise incremental improvement of executing existing business model.
- Addition to existing business model in the form of shifting focus from B2B to B2C as target customers (including new distribution models), planning to keep both post-crisis.
- Maintaining current business model, learning from experiments used to improve execution of marketing.
- Adding a complement to primary business through offering diversification into a new industry, with partially overlapping value creation architecture. In addition, main business area shifts from B2B to B2C in focus, with plans to return to both when possible.
- Diversifying offering through a new product type, with partially overlapping value creation architecture that enables experiments supporting the primary product lines as the new product line is in a less regulated product category. In addition, temporary shift from B2B to B2C in focus, with plans to return to both when possible.
- Entering and planning to remain in a new industry with a new product category, adding to rather than substituting to the original business model. The core of the company is still seen in the original business model, but the new product category (with partially overlapping value architecture) changes the revenue model of the venture at large.
- Maintaining current business model, reorganizing to pursue a diversified sales and distribution model.
- Maintaining current business model, incremental experiments used to improve execution of marketing.
- Diversification and shifting direction of the business model through the creation of a new sister brand with a novel, partially overlapping value offering and value creation architecture and a new revenue model.
- Maintaining current business model through temporary shift from B2B to B2C activities to supplement lost sales and production streamlining to cut costs. Incremental development of execution of business model.
- No change in business model, working towards diversifying to novel value offering and developing the required value creation architecture for it.
- Maintaining current business model while continuing to experiment with offering diversification, opening up potential for later changes in value creation architecture and revenue model.
- No change in business model, incremental experiments used to improve execution of marketing and develop new offerings.
- Addition to existing business model in the form of shifting focus from B2B to B2C as target customers (including new value offering and distribution models), planning to keep both post-crisis.


